Generations of the Shoah International Newsletter
Summer Edition 2019

Dear Members and Friends,

We mourn the loss of Mark Talisman, tireless advocate for Holocaust survivors. The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum issued a statement which included, “It is with great sadness that we share the passing of Mark E. Talisman, Founding Vice Chairman of the Museum and beloved friend. Mark was appointed to the Council by President Carter and served as Vice Chairman from 1980-1986.”

We would like to welcome those of you who are on Facebook to join us online. We have over 5,000 members here: http://www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. In addition to this group, we also maintain a book and film discussion group where members are welcome to discuss topics of interest in literature and on the screen: http://www.facebook.com/groups/GSIdiscussions/.

Program and event information for September, October and November is now being accepted. In the box below is a link for event submissions for Holocaust-related public programs.

Thank you,
Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.
Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) released this online summary report

REPARATIONS

Germany extends Holocaust compensation to survivor spouses

Holocaust survivors get more aid and non-Jewish rescuers receive benefits under new German government agreement

UPCOMING CONFERENCES

2019 Arthur and Rochelle Belfer National Conference for Educators
July 22-24, 2019
English Language Arts Session: July 22–24, 2019
Social Studies/History Session: July 25–27, 2019
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

Victims, Perpetrators and Implicated Subjects: Rethinking Agency at the Intersections of Narrative and Memory Conference
July 28, 2019
Roosta, Estonia

Teaching Difficult History: How Our Past Informs Our Present
July 30 – August 31, 2019
Virginia Beach, VA

World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants/GSI / KTA Conference
November 1 – 4, 2019
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
The Holocaust and Europe: Research Trends, Pedagogical Approaches and Political Challenges
November 4 – 7, 2019
Das Institut für Zeitgeschichte, Munich, Germany

Liberation 75
Global Gathering of Holocaust Survivors, Descendants, Educators and Friends
May 31 – June 2, 2020
Metro Toronto Convention Centre, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS & WEBINARS

Interreligious Studies and the Holocaust: New Research, New Conversations
July 15–19, 2019
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

One Clip at a Time: Summer Institute 2019
July 16 – 17, 2019  9:00 am – 3:00 pm
Holocaust Memorial Tolerance Center, 100 Crescent Beach Rd, Glen Cove, NY

Education During and After the Holocaust
July 20 – 25, 2019
Appalachian State University, Boone, NC
Teacher registration: https://holocaust.appstate.edu/symposium/2019-registration-form
Teacher scholarship form: https://holocaust.appstate.edu/symposium/2019-scholarship-form

2nd Bi-Annual Wally and Lutz Hammerschlag Summer Educator Seminar
Learning about and from the Holocaust: Relevance for Today in the Classroom
July 30 - 31, 2019
Stockton University - Atlantic City, 3711 Atlantic Ave, Atlantic City, NJ

Women in the Holocaust
August 5 – 7, 2019
August 5th: Jewish Museum of Maryland
August 6th: United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
August 7th: American Visionary Art Museum

Facing History and Ourselves Summer Seminar
Democracy at Risk: Holocaust and Human Behavior
August 6 - 8, 2019  9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Lawrenceville School, 2500 Main St, Lawrenceville, NJ
Fees, scholarships available.
Echoes and Reflections Webinar: The German – Jewish Response
August 12, 2019  3:00 pm EST

3GNY in Collaboration with the New Cracow Friendship Society

**WEDU (We Educate) for 2Gs**

September 8, 22 and October 27, 2019, 11:00 am – 3:00 pm
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, NY
Registration deadline August 5th. Fees. For more information and to RSVP:
AnnaV.H.Scheumann@gmail.com or 845-893-7208

Echoes and Reflections Holocaust Education Workshop

**Teaching the Diary of Anne Frank**

October 18, 2019  9:00 am - 3:00 pm
ADP Center, Montclair State University, Montclair, NJ

Echoes and Reflections Professional Development Workshop

**Teaching Jewish Resistance During the Holocaust**

October 21, 2019  9:00 am - 3:00 pm
Annunciation Center, College of St. Elizabeth, Morristown, NJ

Professional Development Workshop

**Global Implications of Genocide**

November 18, 2019  9:00 am - 3:00 pm
Annunciation Center, College of St. Elizabeth, Morristown, NJ

**UPCOMING EVENTS**

Now – July 28, 2019—International Museum of Surgical Science, 1524 N. Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, IL
Exhibit: **Deadly Medicine: Creating the Master Race**

Now – July 31, 2019—Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Place, New York, NY
20th Anniversary Exhibit: **Learning to Remember**, highlights of some of the most compelling, thought-provoking, and historically significant exhibitions presented by the Museum in the last two decades.

Now – July 31, 2019—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th Street, New York, NY
Exhibit: **Visas for Freedom**, honoring the humanitarian work and ethical commitment of Spanish diplomats who used their roles to save the lives of thousands of Jews during World War II.

Now – August 4, 2019—Jewish Museum of Maryland, Baltimore, MD
Exhibit: **Stitching History from the Holocaust**, about the life and work of Hedy Strnad before her murder by the Nazis. Her creations serve as a unique memorial for a lost talent and a touchstone for discussion of the human cost of the Holocaust and the plight of refugees.
Now - September 15, 2019—Holocaust Museum Houston, Lester & Sue Smith Campus, 5401 Caroline St, Houston, TX


Now – October 6, 2019—Holocaust Museum Houston, Lester & Sue Smith Campus, 5401 Caroline St, Houston, TX
Exhibit: Points of View: A National Human Rights Photography Exhibition


Berlin/London: The Lost Photographs of Gerty Simon

Exhibit: Ordinary Treasures: Highlights from the Museum of Jewish Heritage Collection, inspired by the Museum’s original Core Exhibition and by the Museum publication To Life: 36 Stories of Memory and Hope. Free one-hour guided tours available Tuesdays at 3:00 pm.

Now – December 31, 2019—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th Street, New York, NY
Exhibit: The Art of Exile: Paintings by German-Jewish Refugees, featuring works from the Leo Baeck Institute’s art collection made by German-speaking Jewish artists while they were in exile.

Exhibit: Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away. The most comprehensive exhibition dedicated to the history of Auschwitz and its role in the Holocaust ever presented in North America, bringing together over 700 original objects and 400 photographs of Auschwitz, from over 20 institutions and museums around the world.

July 15 – 31, 2019—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ
Exhibit: 13 Driver’s Licenses: 13 Jewish Lives, featuring licenses confiscated from Jewish citizens of Germany in 1938, that were found in an envelope in a government office in Lichtenfels, Bavaria in February 2017 and the research done to find the descendants of these people. For more: https://cdn.fedweb.org/fed-2/2/HCLR95%252013%2520Licenses_flyer.pdf

July 17 – September 11, 2019—Ben Uri at the 12 Star Gallery, Europe House, 32 Smith Square, London SW1P 3EU, UK
As part of the Insiders/Outsiders arts festival celebrating the contribution of refugees from Nazi-dominated Europe to British culture, Art-Exit: 1939 A Very Different Europe.

July 18, 2019, 11:30 am—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ
13 Driver’s Licenses: 13 Jewish Lives, a discussion with Inge Stanton, who escaped from Germany in 1939, members of her family, and the German students who connected with them to research three of the licenses which belonged to Inge’s relatives.
For more: https://cdn.fedweb.org/fed-2/2/HCLR95%252013%2520Licenses_flyer.pdf
July 18, 2019, 1:30 pm—San Diego Convention Center, San Diego, CA  
As part of Comic Con International: Art During the Holocaust. Panelists include Sandra Scheller, author of Try to Remember: Never Forget, Esther Finder, member of the Coordinating Council of GSI, Matt Dunford, chairman of San Diego Comic Fest, and moderated by Stephen D. Smith, Executive Director of the USC Shoah Foundation Institute.

July 18, 2019, 6:30 pm—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th Street, New York, NY  
A Person is Only Forgotten when their Name is Forgotten - The German Stolpersteine with Michael Simonson, Archivist and Director of Public Outreach at the Leo Baeck Institute.

July 24 - August 18, 2019—Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Place, New York, NY  
Hannah Senesh: A Play with Music and Song, a one-woman show telling the story of Hannah Senesh, the young Jewish woman who escaped from Axis-allied Hungary in 1939 to British Mandate Palestine, where she joined Haganah and then bravely volunteered for a daring Special Operations mission to parachute back into Europe to save Jews from the Holocaust. See website for times and tickets.

July 25, 2019, 6:30 pm – Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL  
A Door Closed: The Unknown Story of America’s Failed ‘Kindertransport’  
During 1939, debate raged in Congress about legislation that would allow 20,000 Jewish children into the U.S. Panel discussion: former Congressman Steve Israel; Rebecca Erbelding, author of Rescue Board: The Untold Story of America’s Efforts to Save the Jews of Europe; and Dr. Mohammed Zaher Sahloul, President, MedGlobal and former Senior Advisor, Syrian American Medical Aid Society. Reservations required.

July 27, 2019, 11:00 am – Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL  
Museum Architecture Tour – Symbolic By Design.

July 27, 2019, 12:30 pm – Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL  
Survivor Talks - In Our Voices. Take advantage of these unique opportunities to hear Holocaust Survivors tell their stories in person and answer audience questions.

July 29, 2019, 4:00 pm—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th Street, New York, NY  
The Keeper of the Flame: Rachel Auerbach and Holocaust Witnessing, with Dr. Samuel Kassow.

August 1, 2019, 2:00 pm—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, 100 Raoul Wallenberg Pl, SW, Washington, DC  
For the Soul of the People: Reflections on Interdisciplinary Approaches to Religion and the Holocaust

August 4, 2019, 1:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY  
Stories Survive Speaker Series: Hear Holocaust survivor Erwin Forley (born Feuerstein) discuss his experiences during the Holocaust. RSVP requested.
August 11, 2019, 2:00 pm—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th Street, New York, NY

Eleanor Roosevelt and the Jewish Refugees She Saved: The Story of the S. S. Quanza.

Fees.

August 12, 2019, 10:00 am—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ

How to Share your Family’s Holocaust History, with speaker Jack Hersch, author of Death March Escape, who will present his father's story and how he prepared to share it. This workshop will help second- and third-generation survivors uniquely prepare their parents' and grandparents' stories to share and keep alive the lessons of the Shoah. For more: holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org or call 973-929-3194.

August 12, 2019, 6:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL

German and True. Prior to 1933 in Germany, Jewish composers and performers dominated musical life to a degree that remains largely forgotten and overlooked in musical academia. Michael Haas, Chair of the exile.arte Center, Vienna University of Music and Performing Arts, shares stories of some of these musical masters. Reservations required.

August 15, 2019, 6:00 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL


August 27, 2019, 6:00 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL

Peace Garden Dedication. We dedicate this welcoming space adjacent to our Museum with a ribbon cutting and special performance by Sisters of Story. These women are Muslim, Christian and Jewish storytellers who build a sense of unity across faiths, demonstrating our shared inherent commonalities.

September 22, 2019, 2:00 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie IL

Special exhibit opening: Memory Unearthed: The Lodz Ghetto Photographs of Henryk Ross. A glimpse of resistance inside the Lodz Ghetto through the photographs of Henryk Ross. After liberation, he recovered more than 3,000 negatives he had buried. Program features a discussion with curator Maia-Mari Sutnik, Curator Emeritus-Photography, the Art Gallery of Ontario; and Judith Cohen, Chief Acquisitions Curator, US Holocaust Memorial Museum.

FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION

FYI... Online newsletters


FYI... From the Holocaust Center for Humanity in Seattle: The Wilsey Collection of letters from a Dachau Liberator is now online.

FYI... For the latest on the Baltics
FYI... Articles, videos, podcasts and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn’t work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.

Across Borders: International

Judenein Europe
When elders reveal they are Jewish on their deathbeds, their children often return to Judaism
Mental health of three generations has been harmed by the Holocaust
Brain structure change in Holocaust survivors hereditary, study finds
New Study Reveals ‘Biological Toll’ on Holocaust Survivors’ Brain Function
Major Neurological Study Reveals Long-Term Mental Health Impact of Holocaust on Survivors and Their Descendants
Watch: Nazi-looted Art Still Unreturned
The Long Legacy of the Shoah in Scandinavia

Argentina
Accused neo-Nazi launches presidential campaign: ‘This is Argentina, not Israel’

Australia
Jewish-Owned Melbourne Café Defaced With Antisemitic Graffiti: ‘The Holocaust Is a Lie’

Austria
Holocaust Survivor Portraits Attacked In Vienna - Deutsche Welle
Viennese repair Holocaust survivor photos | DW | 29.05.2019
This man is cleaning all 388 Holocaust plaques in his city

Belarus
A moment for truth: Pioneering Holocaust remembrance in Belarus

Canada
Holocaust education group holds ‘historic’ meeting
For the first time, Canada adds white supremacists and ... - CNN.com

Croatia
WJC denounces renewed attempt by Croatian authorities to whitewash Holocaust history

Czech Republic
Holocaust survivors: The families that weren’t meant to live
Former Cejl penitentiary to be transformed into Creative Center

Prague Memorial To Jewish Children Who Fleed Nazis Vandalised

Holocaust child survivor's dream of building memorial to child victims ...

**France**

France launches project to return Nazi-looted artworks to Jewish families

Henriette Cohen, oldest French Holocaust survivor dies aged 101 - RFI

**Germany**

For 60th Year, Germany Honors Duty to Pay Holocaust Victims

85 years since the Night of the Long Knives

July 1938: The evil Evian Conference on the Jews

Why the Nazis were obsessed with twins (History)

A Political Murder and Far-Right Terrorism: Germany’s New Hateful Reality

German far-right hosting lectures by Nazi veterans, security agency warns

Revealed: the former Waffen-SS members instructing the next generation of Germany's far right

Fighting anti-Semitism a 'civic duty,' German President Steinmeier says | DW | 31.05.2019

Volkswagen funds ADL office in Germany for combating anti-Semitism

Watch: German Jews Move to Israel to Escape Anti-Semitism

The Horrendous Way a German Museum Remembers the Holocaust

How Germans Remember the Holocaust

Hundreds mark 90th birthday of Anne Frank in her birth city of Frankfurt

Anne Frank Would have Turned 90 Today. We’re Still Telling Her Story.

Jewish Boy Flees Germany 80 Years After His Grandfather Did the Same

The lost world of Berlin fashion - The Jewish Chronicle

Descendants of Jews who fled Nazis unite to fight for German citizenship

How the Berlin Jewish Museum became a political lightning rod

German historian stripped of award for faking a family history of suffering in Holocaust

Award-winning blogger Marie Sophie Hingst accused of inventing her Jewish family history

By Inventing Family Of Holocaust Victims, Blogger Avoided Collective Responsibility

'Literature, Not Journalism': The Historian Who Invented 22 Holocaust Victims - SPIEGEL ONLINE - International

Anti-Semitism ‘Sadly Irrelevant’ to Most Germans, Says Berlin Columnist

New Website to Report and Combat ‘Everyday Antisemitism’ Launched in Germany
Games have always tried to whitewash Nazis as just 'German soldiers' (Vice)

German Locals Purchase Town's Entire Beer Supply Ahead of Far ...

‘L’Chaim!’ — German Police, Local Activists Wreck Nazi Music Festival by Seizing Beer Supply

Germans protest neo-Nazi rock festival by buying up an entire town’s beer supply

The Volkswagen Beetle Says Auf Wiedersehen

Greek Jews honor Crete community drowned in entirety en route to Auschwitz (Times of Israel)

The Day Two Teenage Greeks Took Down the Nazi Flag from the ...

Thessaloniki School Memorializes 143 Students Killed by Nazis in WWII

Ioannina, home to unique Jewish community, elects Greece's first Jewish mayor

Hungary

House of Fates: Hungary's controversial Holocaust museum - CNN.com

Budapest Holocaust museum vows to include Hungary's Role in Nazi Genocide

Hungary minister: 'Holocaust revisionist' historian not involved in museum

Israel

As Holocaust Survivors Age - Special Considerations

Netanyahu visits housing units for Holocaust survivors, olim in Ashkelon

Yad Vashem amends Holocaust Day prayers to include North African Jews

Yad Vashem amends Yom Hashoah memorial prayers to include Jews in Arab countries

The family finder: reuniting Shoah survivors with their long lost relatives

This Holocaust Survivor’s Tapestries Show Her ‘Affirmation Of Life’

Holocaust survivor Zev Birger's lasting imprint on Jerusalem

Last living survivor of Nazi death camp Sobibor dies

Semyon Rozenfeld, Last Known Survivor of Death Camp Escape ...

One of Last Surviving Heroes of Sobibor Uprising Passes Away at 96

Hero of Jewish Uprising at Sobibor Death Camp Passes Away in Israel at Age 96

When young Israelis move to Germany or Austria, it’s a hard pill for their families to swallow

Israel Names Street After 'Japanese Schindler' Who Saved 6,000 Jews ...

Long-lost Holocaust-era Soviet songs in Yiddish brought to life in Israel

New education minister likens Jewish intermarriage to ‘Holocaust’
Opinion: Intermarried Jews are not a second Holocaust
Israel’s new education minister calls intermarriage in US a second Holocaust

Teens Keep Memories of Holocaust Survivors Alive with Artificial Intelligence
He grew up denying the Holocaust. Then he led a trip to Auschwitz

Watch: Hamas Official Praises Hitler’s Atrocities, But Denies Holocaust!
Watch: Hitler Hated the Jews Because of their ‘Deeds,’ Says Hamas Official
Abbas advisor praises Nazi collaborator as ‘role model’

Lithuania
Lithuanian soldiers, officials honor late chaplain of Holocaust-era death squad
Honoring the Murderers in Lithuania
Kaunas (Slated to be 2022 "Capital of European Culture") Hosts Far-Right (/Neo-Nazi) City Center Jamboree Honoring June 23 "Uprising" that Unleashed the Destruction of Lithuanian Jewry in 1941

Macedonia
In North Macedonia, unearthed headstones shed new light on community the Nazis destroyed

Morocco
Morocco Conference Reveals Thorny Debate On Holocaust

Netherlands
Jews went like ‘meek lambs to gas chambers,’ new Dutch senator says
Newly-Elected Dutch Senator Apologizes for ‘Meek Lambs’ Description of Holocaust Victims
Did Dutch Jews Really Go Like Lambs to the Slaughter?
Dutch Railway Will Pay Millions to Holocaust Survivors
Dutch railways to compensate Holocaust survivors it helped transport
Dutch railway to pay 'tens of millions' of euros to compensate Holocaust victims
Dutch museums will return 2 Nazi-looted paintings to Holocaust survivor’s family
Letters Written by Anne Frank’s Father, Otto, Will Be Digitized to Mark Diarist’s 90th Birthday
How Hollywood idol Audrey Hepburn helped save Dutch Jews during the Holocaust (Times of Israel)
A Dutch rapper said she chose the stage name ‘Anne Frank’ as a tribute. Turns out she’s anti-Semitic.
Dutch rapper drops Anne Frank stage name following outcry over anti-Semitism
Poland

Remembering the screams of 800 children who now lie silent beneath a forest floor
Oldest living Righteous Among the Nations turns 102
77 Years After He Was Killed by Nazis, ‘ultra-Orthodox Janusz Korczak’ Honored in Krakow
Looking at survivors of Auschwitz
Remembrance of Things Past | Bridge To Poland
Whither ‘Poland’s Jewish Renaissance’?
Polish city of Lodz has 1st Jewish festival in decades
Polish football team honours Shoah victim who scored first ...
Polish soccer association celebrates victory over Israeli team as a ‘pogrom’
Furor as Polish Soccer Association Celebrates 4-0 ‘Pogrom’ Victory Over Israel in Euro Qualifier
For Artist at Auschwitz, a Challenge: Stepping Into the Past, Not on It

Portugal

Aristides de Sousa Mendes Saved Thousands From Holocaust, But Lost All

Romania

Romania finds 'many' more human remains near site of Jewish mass grave
More human remains found near Jewish mass grave in Romania
Third Holocaust-era Mass Grave Unearthed in Romania
Do you have info about Holocaust hero Martin Bercovici?

Russia

Moscow gets 1st major Holocaust monument
Putin Inaugurates Memorial to Jewish WWII Resistance
Vladimir Putin unveils Russia's first major memorial to Jewish resistance during the Holocaust
Putin inaugurates memorial to World War II Jewish resistance fighters

South Africa

From Auschwitz to Rwanda: Drawing New Lessons From the Holocaust in South Africa

Sweden

Major Jewish Organization Urges Sweden to Outlaw Neo-Nazi Group That Blocked Entrance to Holocaust Exhibit
WJC Calls to Ban Neo-Nazi Group After it Blocks Holocaust Exhibition
How Sweden Became the Epicenter of Yiddish Children’s Media

UK

Revealed: UK Jews helped save 8,000 from Nazis | Jewish News

'An inspiration to us all': victims of Nazism honoured by Queen

Queen's Birthday Honours 2019: Seven Holocaust survivors receive British Empire Medals

Holocaust survivors and FGM campaigners recognised in Queen’s birthday honours

Seven Holocaust survivors named in Queen's Birthday Honours List

Queen's Birthday Honours 2019: Anti-FGM Campaigners, Holocaust ...

UK Holocaust survivors to be honored by Queen Elizabeth II | The ...

Government Accused Of Trying To Rig Public Consultation On Planned Holocaust Memorial

Holocaust survivor says it has been 'satisfying' to share her story - BelfastTelegraph.co.uk

Non-Jewish British Volunteer Who Fought for Israel, Founded IDF’s First Parachuting School, Dies at 97

For Hitler, Anti-Semitism, Anti-Capitalism, and Anti-Americanism Were All Connected

‘Don’t mention the Jews’: How wartime BBC failed to issue Holocaust warnings

Smithsonian Channel documentary explores ‘Adolf Island,’ a British isle that housed concentration camps

UK Rabbi to house of Lords: "Rise of antisemitism today similar to holocaust era”

BBC orders new 1940s drama about child survivors of the Holocaust

New British Period Drama: 'The Children' (BBC) - Willow and Thatch

Kindertransport survivors taken to retrace escape from Holocaust

‘My father buried his parents and sister with his bare hands... he had to dig the grave himself.’

Adidas apologizes for tweet calling for gassing of Jews

Why Did The Guardian Publish a Pro-Corbyn Letter Whose Signatories Include Antisemites and Neo-Nazi Sympathizers?

Ukraine

Israel trying to keep Ukrainian town from turning Holocaust-era mass grave into real estate

Watch: Thousands Expected at Mega Neo-Nazi Concert

Ukraine Synagogue Where Menachem Begin Married Gets 1st Torah Scroll Since WW2

USA

Jews fleeing the Holocaust weren’t welcome in the U.S...

Holocaust Survivors’ Torment After Liberation
Ileana Ros-Lehtinen: It’s not easy to remember the pain of the Holocaust, but we must
‘Never Again Education Act’ to be introduced in US Senate
Opinion: Legacy institutions don’t get to dictate how Jews use the lessons of the Holocaust
Harsh Lessons On Nationalism From The St. Louis
Holocaust survivor, forgiveness activist Eva Kor dies at 85
Eva Mozes Kor, Holocaust survivor and forgiveness advocate, dies at 85
Eva Kor, Holocaust survivor, dies peacefully at age 85 | Fox News
Holocaust survivor Eva Kor dies at age 85 – AP News
Holocaust Survivor Who Forgave Nazis Dies
Eva Mozes Kor, survivor of Mengele twin experiments who preached forgiveness, dies at 85
Eva Kor, Survivor of Mengele Experiments Who ‘Brought Light Into Darkness,’ Passes Away at Age 85
Eva Kor, survivor of Mengele, dies during annual trip to Auschwitz
Members of LA Children’s Chorus sand to Eva Kor on her Final Day
In Memory of Auschwitz-Birkenau Survivor and Holocaust Educator Eva Kor
Eva Kor’s son remembers Holocaust survivor, forgiveness advocate
Margit Meissner Obituary - Washington, DC | The ... - Legacy.com
Sam Schulman, last surviving US crew member on legendary ‘Exodus,’ dies at 91
Watch: Last Surviving US Crew Member from Exodus Dies at 91
Artur Brauner, lauded film producer and Holocaust survivor, has died at age 100
Artur Brauner, Producer of Films on Holocaust, Dies at 100
Anita Epstein, who chronicled her infancy during the Holocaust, dies at ...
Woman, 68, charged in Los Angeles area hit-and-run death of ...
Woman arrested after hit-and-run death of Holocaust survivor ...
LAPD Arrests Woman in Valley Village Hit-And-Run That Killed Holocaust Survivor
Part I: Missing Elie Wiesel’s Voice
Mark Talisman, champion of key law in fight for Soviet Jewry, is dead at 78
Mark Talisman, champion of key law in fight for Soviet Jewry, dies at 78
Remembering Mark E. Talisman, an inspiring and tireless champion for survivors
If You Have No Direct Ties to the Holocaust, Stop Acting Like You Own It
World War II Hero Speaks Out
Most Jews Weren’t Murdered In Death Camps. It’s Time ... The Forward
Why We Must Keep Looking at Politics Through the Lens of the Holocaust
Bennet Compares Family Separation To His Mom’s Holocaust History At 2020 Debate

Call immigrant detention centers what they really are: concentration ...

The Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez concentration camp debate, explained

An Expert on Concentration Camps Says That's Exactly What the U.S. Is Running at the Border

Dear AOC, not everything is the Holocaust

AOC is right – never again!

AOC Again

Concentration camp ABCs for AOC

Ocasio-Cortez Should Visit ‘The Evidence Room’

Gov. Andrew Cuomo took Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez to task for making an inappropriate comparison to the Holocaust by calling detention facilities at the southern border “concentration camps.”

Ocasio-Cortez’s Analogy Reflects a Deep Misunderstanding of the Holocaust

Ocasio-Cortez Doubles Down on Concentration Camp Comments

There Is No Dachau in Texas

What if They’re Not Concentration Camps?

Let’s stop arguing about ‘concentration camps’ and start talking about our dehumanizing immigration system

Are US Detention Centers Concentration Camps or Not?

‘Never again’ means nothing if Holocaust analogies are always off limits

Yad Vashem to AOC: Learn about concentration camps

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Desecrates the Holocaust

Nazi collaborator adorns t-shirt worn by Ocasio-Cortez's chief of staff

Top Utah newspaper says Trump migrant detention centers are - TheHill

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and ‘Never Again’

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez invited by Polish MP to see ...

Survivor Invites Ocasio-Cortez To Tour Auschwitz With Him

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez rejects Steve King's push for her to tour Auschwitz with Holocaust survivor

Netanyahu, AOC, concentration camps and the obscene ...

‘Some Suburb of Hell’: America’s New Concentration Camp System

How Jews have reacted to Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s concentration camp comments

'Nobel Prize in stupidity': Holocaust survivor wants AOC out of Congress

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s chief of staff wore T-shirt featuring image of Nazi collaborator
Virginia GOP legislature candidate takes down ‘concentration camp’ joke after Jewish Democrat complains

Some Holocaust survivors oppose ‘concentration camp’ comments. But they’re also upset by treatment of migrants.

Yes, you can call the border centers ‘concentration camps,’ but apply ...

I’m a Jewish Historian. Yes, We Should Call Border Detention Centers ...

Pence calls it ‘slander’ to compare ICE facilities to concentration camps

Pence Blasts ‘Outrage’ of Ocasio-Cortez’s Concentration Camps Comparison

Alyssa Milano compares Mike Pence to Holocaust architect Heinrich Himmler

Alyssa Milano tweets images comparing Mike Pence to Holocaust ...

How Jews who panned AOC’s ‘concentration camps’ comments view detention centers

How the debate over the use of the term ‘concentration camp’ was amicably resolved in 1998 (History News Network)

I fled Nazi Germany. I hope the US doesn’t turn its back on refugees

Ilhan Omar Makes Horrifying Remarks About Concentration Camps


Statement Regarding the Museum’s Position on Holocaust Analogies — United States Holocaust Memorial Museum

An Open Letter to the Director of the US Holocaust Memorial Museum

Historians Slam Holocaust Museum On Modern Comparisons

Academics slam U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum for condemning use of Shoah analogies

It Can Happen Here

Why we resist Holocaust analogies — and why it’s time to embrace them

When is it Appropriate to Draw Lessons From the Holocaust?

History Has Taught Us That Concentration Camps Should Be Liberated. We Can’t Wait Until 2020.

Take It From A Civil Liberties Professor - Trump And Hitler Have A Lot ...

Why Is There a Double Standard for Regimes That Deny the Holocaust?

Tom Steyer launches presidential bid noting Jewish father's career as Nuremberg prosecutor

Republican Compared Anti-LGBTQ Proposal To Saving Jews From Holocaust

North Carolina House candidate invoked Oskar Schindler while pushing for anti-LGBTQ policies

White supremacist who killed woman after driving car into Charlottesville protesters begs judge to show him ‘mercy’

Man who ran over Charlottesville protester blames Jewish grandfather, asks for mercy in sentencing
White supremacist, 22, who drove his car into protesters ...
White supremacist convicted of murder in Charlottesville ...
Man who drove car into protesters in Charlottesville ...
White supremacist James Alex Fields Jr. sentenced to life ...
Neo-Nazi who drove car through crowd at 2017 ...
WJC Calls on Congress to Make Holocaust Education Mandatory in US Schools
Ninth Grader, Holocaust Survivor Partner On Oregon Law
Learning About The Holocaust Could Soon Be Mandatory In Oregon Thanks To This Friendship
The Teen Who Got Oregon to Mandate Teaching the Holocaust
Young girl inspires Oregon legislation to require ... - Los Angeles Times
Gov. Abbott signs bill to create educational Holocaust remembrance week in public schools
A Look Inside the Largest-ever Auschwitz Exhibit in the United States
Auschwitz Exhibit Examines Faith as a Mechanism for Surviving Holocaust
Auschwitz exhibit shows how prisoners used faith to survive
Auschwitz Is Not a Metaphor
Exhibition Insights: Curatorial Decisions for Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away
I Walked Away Furious from an Auschwitz Exhibit: Here’s Why
Love, Hate and the Holocaust
Auschwitz At The Nuremberg Trials: The Early Evidence, The Start Of Holocaust Comprehension
The Holocaust Survivor Who Deciphered Nazi Doublespeak
Court lets Met keep Picasso masterpiece sold for $12,000 by family ...
Felix Nussbaum: A Painter of the Holocaust for Our Times
Local war hero awarded France’s highest honor
AI to preserve Holocaust survivors stories long beyond their years
Online 1938 Projekt immerses pupils in turning-point year for German Jews
Stanley Tigerman, Chicago architect who designed the Illinois Holocaust Museum, dies - Jewish Telegraphic Agency
The Holocaust Museum Will Reopen This Month After More Than a Year of Renovations
Holocaust Museum Houston triumphantly reopens with stunning tributes and a powerful message
The Holocaust – learn about and never forget about it
We need educators who understand — and can impart — the lessons of the Holocaust
Boynton man proposes memorial for American liberators of Buchenwald
The American Liberators’ Memorial vote, July 3, for Buchenwald – cancelled…
A ship of Jewish refugees was refused US landing in 1939. This was their fate. (History)
Dr. Ruth, other Holocaust survivors plead for tolerance as anti-Semitism grows

S.I. Live Launches Website Featuring Holocaust Survivor Stories
Serious messages never far from the surface, Holocaust survivors gather for fun
The Holocaust Museum Houston reopens Saturday, and it’s about more than the Holocaust

Down With Hate, Up With Human Rights at Bilingual Holocaust Museum Houston
Holocaust museum docent wants to be agent of change against discrimination
Noted author, Auschwitz survivor shares memories from Holocaust at Utah event
As a boy, he secretly defied the Nazis in a concentration camp.
Morris Plains survivor still fighting for remembrance at 93

The Orthodox Jew in SS Uniform
Sophia Loren returning to screen as Holocaust survivor in The Life Ahead

Story Of Holocaust Survivor Simon Wiesenthal Told In One-Man Show | 90.1 FM WABE
Trapped in the Annex
Letters Anne Frank Wrote to Her Grandmother Will Be Published for the First Time

‘Anne Frank: The Collected Works’ to be published in US
‘A kind of creeping oppression’: Anne Frank's ... - Washington Post
‘Anne, A New Play’ in U.S. premiere reframes the Anne Frank story
Demeaning the memory of the Holocaust? ‘The Roast of Anne Frank’ should be shown in schools. (Haaretz)

Jewish comedian Jeff Ross defends Netflix roast of Anne Frank
Is It Still Funny to be Jewish?

Nazis Killed Her Father. Then She Fell in Love With One ...
A Series of Trips': What Eisenhower Wrote His Wife on Eve of D-Day

Walmart, Amazon Among Retailers Selling ‘Mein Kampf’ With Neo-Nazi Blurb
Catholic Bishop of Brooklyn Shuts Down Public Meetings With Visiting Polish Antisemitic Historian, Far-Right MP Tied to Iran
This medical school is putting a uniquely Jewish spin on doctor training (Sponsored)

Students started a project to honor the 1.5 million child Holocaust victims. 11 years later, The Bandage Project is complete

Sinai Students and Holocaust Survivors Celebrate Yearlong Project | Jewish Journal
Boston students lead Holocaust memory project
Co-Host Doug Friedman with Guest Sandra Scheller on Talk with Brett
The Very Mysterious Moe Berg
Moe Berg’s life as ballplayer and spy, this time as a documentary
Jews In Sports: Adversity and Achievement
Billy Joel & His Family vs. The Nazis -- Steve Villano – Medium
Speak, Memories
An Earlier Age When the United States Kept Immigrants Out
Clandestine Work, Hidden Life
Museum of Jewish Heritage -- “The Volunteer” with Author Jack Fairweather
I found out Nazi money is behind my favorite coffee. Should I keep drinking it? (Boston Globe)
Hope After Hate: E-Media professor shares father's Holocaust survival story
‘Writing Their Ways Toward Hope’: Surviving World War II in Shanghai
From Weequahic to the State Capitol | New Jersey Jewish News
The Hollywood Legend Who Mobilized the English Language on Behalf of the Jews of Europe and Israel
How Magneto became Jewish (Vulture)
This Jewish lawyer wants to break the back of the violent white nationalist movement
School recalls yearbooks after teacher quotes Hitler as his 'favorite person in history'
NY teacher avoids disciplinary action after remarks praising Hitler
YouTube bans Holocaust denial videos in policy reversal
YouTube Finally Bans Supremacist Videos After 14 Years | Fortune
YouTube finally bans white supremacist content – Mashable
YouTube finally bans 'supacists' and conspiracy theorists | Dazed
YouTube finally bans Nazi videos, promises tougher line on ... - ZDNet
YouTube finally banned content from neo-Nazis, Holocaust ... - Vox
Fox News stands by Laura Ingraham after she defends white - CNN.com
The Pink Triangle: From Nazi Label to Symbol of Gay Pride
Armed neo-Nazis get a police escort to disrupt Detroit Pride.
Neo-Nazis disrupt Detroit Pride parade, urinate on Israeli flag ...
White nationalist group interrupts Detroit pride event, members appear ...
Neo-Nazi protesters disrupt Motor City Pride celebrations in Detroit ...
Detroit chief: Nazis wanted 'Charlottesville 2.0' at Detroit gay pride event
A California gamer who called himself ‘Adolf Hitler (((6 Million)))’ threatened to kill Jews. Then he was let out on bail.

Homes near S.F. Holocaust memorial receive anti-Semitic mailings – J.

Spanish River High’s principal refused to call the Holocaust a fact

Florida Principal: ‘I Can’t Say the Holocaust is a Fact That Happened’

Florida high school principal: ‘Not everyone believes the Holocaust happened’

Principal apologizes for telling parent, 'Not everyone believes the Holocaust happened'

A high school principal wouldn’t call the Holocaust a ‘factual, historical event.’ Now, he’s apologized.

A high school principal is reassigned after writing that he couldn't say the Holocaust was 'a factual, historical event'

Florida school removes principal who wouldn't describe the Holocaust as 'factual'

Florida Principal Removed for Expressing Doubt About the Holocaust

Florida principal who refused to acknowledge Holocaust to be fired

Principal Who Tried to Stay ‘Politically Neutral’ About Holocaust Is Removed

How Can Questioning the Holocaust be Happening in Boca Raton?

Florida principal wrong to equivocate on Nazi Germany atrocities ...

ADL Calls On Florida Dept. Of Education To Focus On Implementation Of Holocaust Education Mandate In Light Of Spanish River Incident

Watch: Neighbors Outraged by Swastika in Californian’s Driveway

‘Swastikas Are Cool’: East Bay Man Outranges Neighbors With Giant Nazi Symbol in Backyard

Venezuela

Is Venezuela’s Maduro trafficking Nazi gold stolen from Holocaust victims?

Has Venezuelan dictator trafficked in Nazi gold? - Israel National News
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We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust Survivor family members. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation, or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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